
RANDOM WALKS. I

BY

DONALD S. ORNSTEIN

By a random walk we will mean sums of independent, identically distributed

random variables. Recently Spitzer discovered a class of limit theorems for random

walks on the integers (or the points with integer coordinates in Euclidean space)

and important contributions to this theory were made later by Kesten. The original

work was motivated to a great extent by potential theory. However if we look at the

results solely from the point of view of probability theory, they are of very great

interest because they are the first theorems to be discovered that are natural, deep,

and hold for any random walk on the integers. This is very much in keeping with the

original spirit of probability theory which tries to make precise statements about

the outcome of an experiment with a minimum of knowledge about its mechanism.

The purpose of this paper is to generalize some of these theorems to random

walks on the line and to introduce some new methods in the case of the integers.

We will restrict ourselves to the line although everything works in higher di-

mensions and the proofs even simplify considerably. From here on when we speak

of a random walk on the line we will assume that it is nonarithmetic, i.e., it does

not live on an arithmetic progression containing 0.

(A) Let hx{A, B) be the probability of hitting A before B starting at x. If A and

B are finite intervals, then lim*.,«, hx{A, B) and limx__M hx{A, B) exists.

The above theorem implies that the distribution of the first hit in an interval

tends to a limit as the starting point tends to +00 or —00 and this distribution

can be shown to be nonsingular with respect to Lebesgue measure. In the transient

case this is essentially the Blackwell-Feller-Orey renewal theorem. [hx{A, B) +

hx{B, A) = hx{A u B, </>). This and the nonsingularity of the distribution of the

first hit gives us that the expected number of times we hit the interval {x, x+1)

starting at 0 tends to a limit as x -> 00 and x -> —00].

We get a variant of (A) by "reversing" the walk, namely: Let HX{A, B) be the

expected number of times we hit A before hitting B, starting at x. If A and B are

finite intervals, then lim^ ± M HX{A +y, B) both exist. This is also analogous to the

renewal theorem which states (in our terminology): limî/_±œ Hx{A+y,</>) both

exist.

Our method gives a new proof of (A) in the integer case and of the renewal

theorem in this transient case. The essential ideas in the proof of (A) are contained

in §1 where we prove a slightly weaker theorem. §2 contains a proof of (A) and also

a proof of the variant mentioned above.
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(B) For our next result we must assume that the distribution u of our random

walk has a nonsingular part (otherwise there are counterexamples).

If A and B are intervals of the same length, then starting at x the difference

between the expected number of times we visit A and F up to time N tends to a

limit as JV-> oo. Furthermore, if we call this limit l(x), then limx_±0O l(x) exist.

Also

lim l(x) = -Um^ l(x) = ± (|x(^-^))(Jx2 m)~\

A variant of the above theorem is the following: Let « be a probability measure

with a nonsingular part and let F be convolution by u. Let/(x) be a bounded Baire

function with bounded support such that J/(x) = 0. Then

(1) 2"=i F/converges pointwise (and in Fx on finite intervals) to a bounded

function l(x).

(2) limx_ ± „ l(x) exist and

lim /(x) = - lim   l(x) = ±{[xf\{[x2u\    .

In the above form the theorem is analogous to the renewal theorem. It is also a

strengthening (in this special case) of the ergodic theorem which says

ZT-i Tf+

converges pointwise (/+ and/" are the positive and negative parts off).

As a corollary of the above theorem we get a picture of what 2f- t w(i) looks like

for large «. If we denote by v" the absolutely continuous part of the measure v, then

there are constants Cn such that (2?= i w<0)" — C„ converges (in Fx on any finite inter-

val) to a function l(x) (Cn = JJ 2"=i «<0)- To complete the description of 2 "<0

note that the singular part of 2r=i w(0 is a finite measure. We can also describe the

general shape of l(x) in the following sense

r/»x + a px + b + a 1 rfje + a /•x + lj + a "|

lim l(x)-\ l(x)   = - lim /(*)- /(x)
a;-*00 Ui Jx + b J *-»-« LJj J^ + ii J

= ±abi \x2u\      '   for any a, b.

It is also true that lim*^ ± „ J"*+a l(x) exist and that either both limits are -co or

one is —oo and the other finite.

These results are proved in §3. The main tools are the theorem in §1 and T2 of

§3 which is a kind of ergodic theorem and holds for general Markov processes. The

proofs in this section are independent of §2.

(C) A random walk on the line is transient if and only if

j>(r=y,M < oo    for some a ^ 0.
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(w is a probability measure equal to the distribution of the random variables of

the random walk and û{6) is its Fourier transform.) This simplifies the classical

condition for transience due to Chung and Fuchs i.e.,

We prove (C) in §4. We do this by first proving (C) when u has a nonsingular

part and then using the idea of Stone and Port of reducing the general case to this

special case. The proof will depend on T3.2 but will be independent of §1, §2 and

the rest of §3.

(D) In §5 we will show that the results in §3 can be used to show the existence and

uniqueness of certain equations from potential theory. We assume here that u has

an absolutely continuous part. We then have: Let r^O be a bounded Borel measur-

able function with bounded support, let

/n = cn-2"(i)
i = 0

(C„= JJ 2f-i "(i). "<0) = so, um = u etc.). Let /-Um»,«, ln {l'n -> /' by the results in §3

and the singular parts of /„ obviously converge). Then there is a constant K such

that g = l * r + K^O everywhere and u * g = g + r.

The idea of this proof is essentially the same as in the case of the integers. The

proof of the next theorem is more interesting and gives something new and simpler

in the case of the integers. Assume u is recurrent and has an absolutely continuous

component. Let /, g and i/> be nonnegative Borel measurable functions. Let </> be

bounded with bounded support. Then if Tf—f=Tg—g = ifi, it follows that/— g

= ax+b a.e. {a and b are constants). If J" x2u = ao then/—g=6. (If u is transient

the theorem is still true if we replace x by some one exponential depending on u.

This however is already known.)

Notation. We will introduce the notation as we go along and try to repeat the

definition when it may be helpful. We will however collect the main points of

notation here for easy reference.

u will always be a probability measure on the Borel sets of the line, u will always

be the distribution of the random variables governing the random walk.

If y is a Borel measure on the line, Tv will be the Borel measure u * v.

Iff is a bounded Borel measurable function, Tf will be the Borel measurable

function u */.

M(n) will be u convoluted by itself n times.

All functions will be Borel measurable.

We will let //=/"„ fix) dx. If v is a Borel measure we will let jf-v be the

integral off with respect to v.

8X will be the probability measure concentrated at x.

i/tA will be the function that is 1 on A and 0 elsewhere.

P = i-f.
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/ will be the operator : multiplication by the function / (There are really two

operators here, one sends Borel functions into Borel functions and the other sends

Borel measures into Borel measures. Which one / stands for will be clear from the

context.)

If /=(a, b) then It = (a +1, b-1), 7=(a-1, b +1).

hx(A, F) = the probability we hit A before F starting at x (we will only use this for

AnB=0; if x e A, hx(A, B)=\, if xe B, hx(A, B) = 0).

HX(A, B) = {the expected number of times we hit A before B starting at x}

=}Al?=o(4>BTy8x.

hv(A, B) and HV(A, B) will be defined in the same way as hx(A, B) and HX(A, B)

except that we start with distribution equal to the measure ».

I+b = „I=the interval / translated by bbf(x)=f(x — b) and bv is the measure v

translated by b.

f(x)=f( — x). Similarly if v is a measure v is v reflected around 0. Fis convolution

by u.

v" is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the absolutely continuous part of the

measure v.

ET=T<J>'E (this will be used very seldom).

In §§0, 1, and 2, F will denote a subset of the line. In §§3, 4, and 5, B will denote a

real number (B for bound). We point this out although it is clear from the context

what is meant.

0. Preliminaries.

Let/be a Borel measurable function (Baire function) and let m be a probability

measure defined on the Borel sets. Define w*/as u*f(x) = jf(x—t)du. (We

will sometime write jfdu=jf-u.)

Theorem 1. u * f is a Borel measurable function.

Proof. 1. It is easy to see that it is enough to prove Tl y/henf=i/iB where B is

a Borel set and if>B the function that is 1 on F and 0 elsewhere.

2. If Tl is true for a countable family of disjoint sets F¡ then Tl is true for their

union.

3. If Tl is true for a set F then Tl is true for B, the complement of B.

4. Tl is true when F is an interval.

5. Tl is true for open and closed sets.

6. Tl is true for O n C where O is an open set and C a closed set, («r,onc =

to-tone)-

1. Tl is true for any finite combination of open and closed sets using u, n and ~

(any such combination can be expressed as a finite union of disjoint sets each of

which is the intersection of an open and closed set). In other words Tl is true for an

algebra of sets including the open (and closed) sets.

8. Let sé be a maximal algebra of sets including the open sets such that Tl is

true.
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9. Consider the algebra si generated by the collection 38 of all countable

disjoint unions of sets in si. Any set in si can be written as a finite union of disjoint

sets of the form: (a set in 38) n (the complement of a set in 38). Tl is true for such a

set since if Bx and B2 are in 38^>fiBin62 = <fiBl-<liBir,B2.

10. We conclude that si=si and hence that si is closed under countable unions

and ~. Hence A includes the Borel sets and Tl is true for the Borel sets.

We would like next to define u * v for two probability measures on the Borel

sets. Let F{x) be the distribution function of v. Then define u * v to be the measure

whose distribution function is u * F. [What we are actually doing is this: We

define convolution of point measures in the obvious way. We approximate the

continuous part of « and v by point masses (do not change the rest) by dividing the

line into disjoint intervals J{ each of length < 1/w and replace the mass of the

continuous part of u (or v) in Jt by a point mass in /t. Call this un (or vn). Then

lim,,-.,*, un * vn (—oo, x] exists for each x and we extend this set function to a

measure (note it is right continuous).]

To each Borel measurable function / there corresponds a Borel measure that

assigns to E, jEf. Call this measure /. It is then true that {f*v)=f*v {v a

Borel measure). This is obvious when y is a point mass and we could approximate

the continuous part of v by point masses as we did above. The right side will con-

verge to/* v by definition. The left side will give a sequence of functions which

will converge in Lx tof*v. To see this we write / as a continuous function with

compact support, fx, plus a function with small Lx norm, f2, and we can then

choose a sequence of continuous functions with compact support, /¡, such that

2(°°= i h has small Lx norm, /¡ ä 0 and 2i°°= i U > |/a|■

Theorem 2. j {u* v)-f= \ {ü *f)-v. (w is the measure u reflected around the

origin, u and v are probability measures on the Borel sets andfi a Borel measurable

function.)

Proof. The proof is almost the same as tha.. of Tl. It is enough to prove T2 for

f=>pE where E is any Borel set (</>£ is 1 on £ and 0 elsewhere). If T2 is true for

</i£l, Eu disjoint then T2 is true for <¡> u E( and for i/iEi and if Ex c E2 and T2 is true for

</jE2 and for </¡El then T2 is true for ^n^. We can repeat the same argument as in Tl

as soon as we show that T2 is true for i/>¡ when / is an interval. If we approximate

the continuous part of u by point masses as before then J un * v-<f>i —> J u * v-ip¡,

| un * v■ t/i, = J" ün * 4>i■ v and J" w„ * ip¡ ■ v -» J" ü * i/j, ■ v. The last equation comes from

the fact that ön * i/j, converges uniformly to ü * >p¡.

Let Xi be a sequence of independent identically distributed random variables

with distribution u and let T be the operator convolution by u. Let g be the operator

multiplication by the function g and let 8X be the probability measure concentrated

on x. Let Sn=x+Xx,..., Xn. Then

(1) Pr, {Sn e An, n=l,...,N} = j{fA[lT) ■ ■ ■ $A]T) 8X.
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(This is easy to see and so we omit a proof. However, for our purposes, we could

forget about random variables and use the right side of (1) to formalize the state-

ment: the random walk, starting at x, is in the set An at time n.)

Theorem 3. If we denote the right side of (I) by f(x) thenf(x) is Borel measurable

and §f-v = § 0Â,4NF)- • -(<}iAíT)v (v is a probability measure on the Borel sets).

Proof.

(1)

f(x) = JKW- -KT)h

We get the middle equation by repeated use of Tl and T2. The other two are just

definitions. (1) shows that/(x) is Borel measurable (using Tl again). From (1)

we get that

(2) J/-»- JYä- •■#4»-.*Wft

We next repeat the argument in (1) to get

khj)- ■ <Kn> = ¡K-p- ■ -Kt)v
(3) J J   _

= J (^r--^-!?>/%,• t>-

We will give next, a few consequences of T3. Let us denote the function 1 — g by

g'. Let us define

hJA, B) =  f 2 tA(Tf'AuB)1 8X
J ¡ = o

hxiA, B) is the probability that we hit A before F starting at x. (To avoid unnecessary

confusion we will only consider the case where A n F= 0.) T3 implies that

hxiA, B) is a Borel measurable function if A and F are Borel sets.

Corollary 1. Let   D   be   a  set   containing   Au B, x$D.   Then   hxiA,B)

= jhy(A, B)-p where p is the measure 2i" 1 ̂ dÍT^dY S* (p is the distribution of the

first hit in D starting at x).

This is completely obvious. Nevertheless we will give a formal proof not using

random variables.

Proof. We will first show

(i) iWA^B)v - r#,»+rftuB&,».

To see (1) write v = *¡iDv+i¡>'Dv and note that ^'a^b^'d = "Ad- We use (1) to show by
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induction that

(2) m'AuBy 8X = (r#,)» 8X+ 2 (rfij-wrft)' 8„
i = 0

[(2) checks for n = 1 by (1). Use (1) also to get

{T4>'AuB){Tf'Dy 8X = (7#>)»+1 8x + {T4,'AuB)$D{TVDY 8x.

Now apply r^uB to both sides of (2) to show that (2) is true for n+1.]

Apply i/iA to both sides of (2) and sum to get

(3)   2 utPaubY k = 2 ^(^¿)b 8,+ 2 1 UT^BT-'MT^y «,.
n=l n=0 n=l  i=0

(4) The right side of (3) is equal to

2 2un'A,Br-%iWDy8X
n = l ( = 0

because >pA>f>D = <l'A.

(3), (4) and the definition of hx{A, B) give

(5) hx{A u 5) = 2 UThuBfp.
n = 0

T3 and (5) give Corollary 1.

Corollary 2. Suppose Au B+t^D, x+t $ Dfor all \t\^2. Then

j*""1 A,(¿, A) ¿v = jhy{A, B)-(p* h) dy

where I={0, 1) and p is the same as in Corollary 1.

(£+1 hy{A, B) dy = J 2 ^MubMx,,+ i,)

by T3.)

Proof. This is also obvious but we will give a formal proof which is a slight

modification of that of Corollary 1. Let % be the operator convolution by 0(O,i).

We then have

(1) m'^B^v = V(TpDyv + T$'ÁuBVf¿i>.

To see (1) let c£v=c€^'Dv^(€^Dv, T$AuB<g$'Dv=TV$'Dv. Since ipAuBWr>=^4>'D

(2) (Tf'AuByv 8X = V(Tf'D)* 8X+ ZW'^T-^MTfoy 8X.
i = 0

As before the case « = 1 follows from (1), also by (1)

{T^BßiT^Y 8X = ^(rfe)"+1 8, + TfausVfM)* 8X.
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From (2) we get

2 mtPaub)^ 8X= 2 $&ítVdY k
71 = 1 71 = 1

(3) + 2 2 UtVa^bT-vfoT&y 8X
71 = 1    1 = 0

= 2 2 UT^Br-^umy ox.
71=1    i = 0

The last equality comes from >}>fé>¡>D = *f'A¿>, i>fi$ = $$$D + ^a^Pd and ip/ifip'D = 0)

(3) and T3 imply Corollary 2.

Corollary 3. Pick sets E, F, D, a measure v whose support is disjoint from D

and a positive linear operator <€ that commutes with T. Assume that E and F are in D

and that the support of W^'d is disjoint from F u F Then

CO CO /      OO \

2 MTfoyvv = 2 MTfcr   2 ^(«4
71 = 1 71 = 0 \i = 0 /

Proof. The proof is exactly the same as that of (3) Corollary 2 and will be

omitted.

If m is a measure on the Borel sets on the line we will denote by u(n) the convolu-

tion of w with itself« times. We will say that u is arithmetic if the support of« is an

arithmetic progression containing 0. It is then easy to see that if u is nonarithmetic

and if 2r=i um is infinite for some interval it is infinite for all intervals (see Feller

[2, p. 200]). (If 2i" i uw is infinite on some interval we say that the random walk,

given by random variables with distribution u, is recurrent. If the walk is not

recurrent we say it is transient.)

From now on we will assume u to be nonarithmetic. We can strengthen the

assertion in the previous paragraph if we start with an absolutely continuous

distribution instead of at a point as follows:

Theorem 4. // u is nonarithmetic, recurrent and f a bounded nonnegative, in-

tegrable Borel measurable function, J/>0, then J£ 2i" i u<i) *f=<x> for any Borel

set E of nonzero measure.

Proof.

1 ( it ""'I */= J( S M<") *f'** = /¡I l/a'*M *f'
f* <¡je is continuous and therefore/* i/iE>ei/j, for some £>0 and some interval /.

If u is recurrent (and nonarithmetic) then if F is a Borel set of nonzero measure

we will hit F infinitely often with probability 1 for almost every starting point x

and from every starting point x if m has an absolutely continuous part. The theorem

below is equivalent to this. (However the equivalence is not necessary for our

purposes since we will only use the version in the theorem.)
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Theorem 5. Let u be recurrent (and nonarithmetic), fa nonnegative Borel measur-

able function and E a Borel set of nonzero measure. Let ET be the operator that

agrees with convolution by u on functions with support outside of E and sends functions

with support in E into 0. We then have

f   2 "Inf = \f   inhere ET°f = f).
Je 7i = o J

Proof. Assume the theorem is false. We then have

f   2 eIY < C ¡f   for some C < 1.
Je 7i = o J

Without loss of generality we could assume that the support of/is disjoint from F.

(1) There is a set F of nonzero measure, such that B n E= 0 and for any gä 0

with support in F we have

(a) J£ 2tT=o EIng<C $g where C' = C+i(l -C). To prove (1): let a1 = sup $g

where sup is taken over all g SO, g^/and equation (a) is false. Pick gx such that

l gi>\ai,f=gi = ü and (a) is false forgx- Next\etfx=f—gx, <x2 = sup Jgsup taken

over all fx ä g S 0 and (a) is false for g. Pick g2 such that J g2 > %a2, fx ̂  g2 è 0 and

(a) is false for g2. Continue this procedure defining gxg2---gn etc. Let /«,=/

— 2i" 1 gi- J/« >0 since (a) is true for/but false for 2f=i g¡- Let F be a set such

that for some e>0,ftcix)>e for xe B. We now have that (a) is true for any g SO,

g¿e, support of g in B, butg^e is irrelevant and hence we have (1).

(2) There is a set E'<=E, of nonzero measure, an integer N and £>0 such that

(a) J*B TNg>e j g for any gäO with support in F'.

To see (2): We can find some e and N such that JB TNf>2e J/where f=<\>E by

T4. We next proceed exactly as in (1) picking a sequence g¡ such that (a) is false for

each gi and each gt is almost as large as possible subject to the condition that

zr-i*.</
(3) There is a constant K such that if g has support in E' then J"£, 2( = 0 bT^

<K\ g. We will get (3) from (2) as follows : If k is a function let k be the operator

multiplication by k and k' = 1 — k then bT=Tijj'b

(a) (w, 2 m'Byg\ = & 2 (Ws+z
\ i = 0 / i = l

where /= <¡/B 2t°= 1 (Tifi'sfg. All that we need to know about / however is that J" /^ j g.

Let us write $'B 2(™ 0 iT$Byg = h. From (a) we get

w

(b) TNh^ h+J^T'l.
• = o

Next note that As£#r 2i% (T<f>B)lg=hi since En B= 0. Apply (2) to «j and use

the above inequality to get

(c) e \hx < f Fw«! ̂   f FN«,
J Jb Jb
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combine (c) with (b) to get

(d) e ihx g  f h + NJl.

(d) is what we want since

jlíjg,       jhx = jEZiBr)g   and   £ä = 0.

(4) We will now get a contradiction by showing that if g has support in E' then

JV 2<" o rfg<oo. To see (4) we first note:

(a) (înrW = (2 î*r^W
\f=o      / \y=if=o /

where hx=g, f, = (Z?=0 BT%)<I>B, Ay+i=(2i" osIYj^b- (a) is easy to see and we

omit a proof. It is also easy to see that jE, 2"=o B-Ing á J"£ 2"= o EXng and therefore

(1) implies that J" Aí+1 á C" {/ and from this we get

(b) JVnáC'JV

(3) implies

(c) f   f fll'Ay < * W
Je- í = o J

(a), (b) and (c) now show that jE. 2i°°=o T'g<oo.

Theorem 6. Let u be recurrent and f a Borel measurable function such that

fix) ä 0 and u */=/a.e. Then there is a constant C such that fix) = C a.e.

Proof. Assume T6 is false. We may also assume without loss of generality that

both J (/-1)+ #0 and f (/-1)" #0.
(1) M*(/-l)=/-i a.e. Let g=(/-l)+ and h = if-l)' so that f-l=g-h.

Note that A(x)^ 1. Let us rewrite (1) as follows.

(2) u*ig-h)=g-h + e everywhere where e is a Borel measurable function

j \e\ =0 (<?=0 a.e.).
(3) M(n) * ig-h)=g-h + 2.Ko "(i) * e.

(4) w(n) * h^h a.e. This is so because g is 0 on the support of h and on the

support of h we have by (4)

n-l

M<n) * h — u{n) * g = h 2 M<° * e-
i = 0

By choosing u properly we can get that there is a set E of nonzero measure such that

both um * gix) > 0 and hix) > 0 for x e E. This gives us

(5) w(n) * h—h >0 on a set of nonzero measure.
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(6) Let v=uM and let s=uin) * h-h, then v * h = h + s+ +s~ and }s   =0by(4).

(7) vm * Jk-A+S-o p0)í++2í-1o va)s~.

Since A(x) ̂  1, v{i) * hix) ^ 1 but for any interval I

lim   f V y0)
1- 00   J/   /t-?)

* íT = oo

by (5) and T4 and j 2>=o t>0> * *" =0 giving a contradiction.

As before let </>£ be the function that is 1 on £ and 0 elsewhere let E + a be the set

E translated by a and let 8X be the probability measure concentrated at the point x.

Let w<n) be u convoluted by itself n times.

Theorem 7. (a) Let u be nonarithmetic. Then given an interval I and numbers a

and e>0 we can find integers n and k such that J" \u(n) * i/t, — uin + k) * <fi,+a\<e.

(b) If we rule out the possibility that the support of u lies in an arithmetic pro-

gression^), then

lim   |V»>*(&-&+a)| =0.

(c) If u has an absolutely continuous part, then

lim   (Vn)*(80-Sa)| =0.

(d) If the support ofu lies in an arithmetic progression containing 0 and if a is in the

group generated by the support of u then

lim   ¡\uin)*i80-8a)\ =0.
M-.00    J

(e) In both (b) and (c) the convergence is uniform for all a in a bounded interval

iin (b) keep I fixed).

It is easy to see that (b) will remain true if we replace if>i — <l>i+a by any Borel

measurable function g of integral 0 since we could approximate g in the Lx norm

by sum of function of the first type. However we will not use this.

Proof. We will first prove (b). Pick e > 0. Then pick random variables Xx and Yx

both with distribution u such that ZX = XX— Yx=£0 is bounded and the group

generated by the range of Zx contains a number of absolute value < e. (To do this

we first pick Xx. Then we let Yx = Xx on the set where | JSfx| > JV for some very large

N. We then pick Y to have the same distribution as Xx on this part of the measure

space Ü, and to be independent of Xx on the rest of D. If N is chosen large enough

we get our desired Zx.) Next pick a sequence Zn = Xn— Yn such that any two Z¡ have

the same distributions and any two of the Xt or Y{ have the same distribution, and

(*) Recall that nonarithmetic means that the support of u does not lie in an arithmetic pro-

gression containing 0.
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such that Z„ (and Xn and Yn) are independent of everything that came before. Now

the {Z} give a recurrent random walk and so we will hit an interval of length

2e around — a with probability 1. (This means that the random walk governed by

2 Xl and the walk governed by a + 2 Yt come within 2e of each other with proba-

bility 1.) Let Fn be the set where \a — 2"=i Z,| i=2e and \a — 2i=i Z,\ >2e for j<n.

It is easy to see that we can replace the sequence Xt and T, by sequences X[ and Y[

so that Xn = Y'n on (J?=i Fi and X= Xn and Y„= Yn on the rest of Q and A^ and

Yn are independent. (This means that the walks given by 2 Xn and a+2 Yn get

and stay within 2e of each other with probability 1.) This last fact enables us (for n

large enough) to write the distribution of 2"= i X\, u(n) (w convoluted by itself n

times) as the sum of positive measures u¡ (i= 1.K) and to write the distribution

of a + 2"=i 17, u<n) * Sa as the sum of positive measures w¡ (i=l,..., K) in such a

way that J* «( = J w¡ (i=1, ■ ■ -, K) and t/¡ + ¿7i has support in an interval of length

less than 4e (i=2,..., K) and j wx <e. This shows that

jV, * («»-«<»> * 8a)\ = J*|«<»> * (&-&+0)|

can be made as small as we want by making e small enough. This gives (b). To get

(c) we note that if k is large enough um can be written as the sum of 2 nonnegative

measures Ux and u2 where J* u2 can be made as small as we like and Wi(F) = JB g

for all Borel sets F where g is continuous (g S 0). This shows as before that

f|w<W*("(n)-"<n)*öa)|

can be made as small as we want by making k and « large enough.

To get (e) it is enough to show that for each of the integrals in (b) and (c) and for

e > 0 we can find an A^ and S such that the integral is < e for all « > N and all \a\ < 8

(n = A^will do since both integrals are monotone nonincreasing in «). This is obvious

for the integral in (b) and for the integral in (c) we simply write u<k) = Ux + u2 as

before.

To get (d) we repeat the proof of (b) except that the group generated by the range

of Zj should be the same as the group generated by the support of « (it can no longer

contain an element of absolute value < e).

To get (a) we need only consider the case where the support of u lies in an

arithmetic progression not containing 0. Then u = uy * 8b where the support of ux

lies in an arithmetic progression containing 0. Without loss of generality we could

assume that the group generated by the support of uy is the integers and that b is

irrational. Pick integers k and n such that \N-(a + bk)\ <e. Let c=N—(a + bk).

Let v = 8C * w(W * Sa. It is clear that v has support on the integers. By (d)

lim  |Vn>*(t;-S0)j = lim  ¡\u[n) * (v-80)\ = 0.
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Rewriting the last equation we have

lim  ¡\u(n+k) * Sa+c-w(n) * 80| = 0,
n-* oo  J

and this easily gives (a).

Section 1

This section contains a proof of Theorem 1. The proof is written for the re-

current case and the changes necessary for the transient case are put in such a way

that the reader who wants to ignore them can. The reason for this is that in the

transient case we can get the theorem as a consequence of the Blackwell-Feller-

Orey renewal theorem. The remarks on the transient case were added for the sake

of a unified approach, and to provide another proof of the renewal theorem.

Definition. Let hx(A, B) be the probability of hitting A before B starting at x

(A n B= 0).

Theorem 1. For a nonarithmetic random walk on the line and two fixed bounded,

Borel sets A and B,

H+i rt + i

lim hx(A, B) dx   and     lim hx(A, B) dx
Í-><X>   Jt (-. - 00  Jj

both exist.

LI. For each e>0 and M>0 there exists N>0 such that if \y\ >N and \a\ <M

then
(•Í/ + 0+1I   fy +1 fy + a + 1

hx(A,B)-\ hx(A,B)
I Jy Jy + a

<   E.

Proof.

(1) r" hx(A,B)=  f   2  vT(\-^B)Y^y.y + x,
Jy JA i=o

by T0.3 (Theorem 3 in §0). (</iD is the function that is 1 on D and 0 elsewhere,

<l><,y,y+d is 1 on the interval (y, y +1 ) and 0 elsewhere, f is the operator multiplication

by the function g. T is the operator convolution by u where m is a probability

measure equal to the distribution of the random variables governing the walk.)

It is easy to see that for fixed n

lim   ¡\[T(ï^AuB)Thy,y+X)-T"4,iyfll+X)\ =0.
y->oo   J

We can now apply T0.7 to get LI.

{If we make use of recurrence the proof is trivial and we outline it here. Note

/•!/ + 1 [> - 1

hx(A, B)dx =        hviA + t,D+t)
Jy Jo

dt.
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Also if we start at y we will hit an interval of length Je around y + a with probability

greater than 1—Je before some time N. lf\y\ is large enough we will hit Um<i A + t

u B+t with probability <Je before time N. These facts give LI.}

Notation. Let s=lim sup|(|_co J¡+1 hxiA, B) dx. Let Oe be the set of t such that

rt + 1

hxiA, B) dx-s < e.

L2. Given e > 0 iand bounded Borel sets A and B) there exists an N such that if

\t | >N then either t or —t is in Os.

Proof. We will start by assuming that there are arbitrarily large / such that / and

— t are not in Oe, and get a contradiction.

Let tD stand for the set D translated by t.

Pick an integer M> 10/e. The first step in the proof will be to construct a set F.

E will be the union of translates of A u F by numbers r,, /= 1,..., M, and F will

have the property: (1) for each i, i= 1,..., M,

fJji

!/ + l g

hxitA, tfi) dx < s~jQe

if for some j,j¥^i, the distance of y from tjA u tjB is less than 1.

We construct F as follows: Let tx=0 and let Ex = A\jB. Assume now that we

can construct a set En consisting of n translates of A u F (by numbers tt, i = 1,..., n)

and satisfying (1). We will then get a set En+l consisting of n+ 1 translates of A u F

satisfying (1). By assumption there are arbitrarily large t such that

(•i + i rl

hxiA, B)dx < s—e   and        hxitA,tB)dx < S — e.

LI tells us that if / is large enough then j^+1 hx(tA, tB) dx<s—9e/10 if y has

distance less than 1 from Fn. Also

I hx(tA tiB) dx < s—T^e

if y has distance less than 1 from tA u tB, and i'= 1,..., «. Call this t, rn+1 and let

En+i = En u tn&1A u tn + 1B- Clearly Fn satisfies (1). Let E=EM.

By LI we can pick a number w such that

(2)
rw+i j

hxikA, ,,F) dx > j-jQ e   for / - 1,..., M.

Let p be the distribution of the first place we hit F starting at w. Let p¡ be the part

of p in hA u kB, /= 1,..., M. For some i (call it k) we have:

(3) Í £
Pk   < 10
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By Corollary 2 of T0.3 we have

hxitkA, tkB) dx = jhxitkA, tkB)ip * ./.,) dx

(4) = jhxitkA,tkB)*$rpdx

= 2   \hÁtkA,tkB)*$rpidx,
(=i J

where 7=(0, 1) and ^¡=4'i-i.oy (The second equality comes from T0.2.)

Because of (1) the function hxitkA, tkB) * >¡i¡ is less than s-9e/10 at all points of

tiA u UB, i^k. Therefore

(5) J hxihA, tkB) * $„ pi dx < (j-jq e) I pt   for í # &.

Combining (3), (4) and (5) we get

Í
10 + 1 Q

hxitkA, tkB) dx < i-jQ

but this contradicts (2).

Proof of Theorem. Let

ry + l i«y + l

s = lim sup hxiB, A) = 1 —lim inf hxiA, B).
|V|->00 Jy |ï|->00       Jy

Let i5c be the set of y such that \}yy+1 hxiB, A)—s\ < e. We would then have L2 with

Os replaced by Oe. These two versions of L2 imply that for large enough y either

y is in Oe and — y in Os or — y is in Os and y is in 06. If s= 1 —s, we are finished,

otherwise choose s<¿[í—(1 —s)]. Therefore yx in Os and y2 in Os implies

hxiA,B)-\        hxiA,B)
Jy\ JV2

> \e

Combining this with LI we see that for some A^ we have y> N => y is in Oe and

y < — N => y is in Os or y > N => y is in Oe and ,y < — A^ => y is in 0„.

{In the transient case we get as far as L2 but the last paragraph does not work

because L2 does not work if we replace s by s' where

y' = lim inf ['    hyiA, B) dy
1*1-"»   Jx

We finish off the theorem as follows. Let Pxia, b) be the probability of hitting

(a, b) starting at x. Let Ss be the set of x such that Pxi~i, i) < e.

We will be finished if we can show that (1) for each e > 0 there is an N such that if

\x\ > N then x or — x is in S,.
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Before proving (1) we will prove

(2) lim inf
W-.CO

TO/2,1/2) * (M(x) = 0.

(u is the probability measure equal to the distribution of the random walk and uw

is the i fold convolution of u with itself.) To see (2) note that

lim
Je->co

H(w * Ui-m.im* 2M<i>    (0) = Hm 2 "<0 = °-
\ 1-1 / J fc-00 J -112  i = k

The left side of the above equation equals

J i<A(-i/2,i/2>* 2 ""'j■/o  . um

and since for each fixed N, ¡Zl uik)+fâ um can be made as close to 1 as we want by

making k large enough, we get (2).

(2) implies (3) lim inf^.,«, Px(—1/2, l/2)=0. (3) implies (1) because if (1) were

false there would be an e > 0 and arbitrarily large x such that F0(x—\, x+%) > e and

-P*(—i>i)>e- For each fixed y we can choose x large enough so that the last

inequality will imply (by LI) that Px(y — \, y + \)>&. Hence P0(y — i, y + %)>fc2

for all v contradicting (3).}

Section 2

In this section we will improve on and get some variants of Tl.l. Our first

goal will be to prove Theorem (A) in the introduction. (We do not assume re-

currence here.)

Definition. Let HX(A, B)=$A 2i"o ("ÄbF)' 8x (to avoid unnecessary confusion

we will only use this definition for A n B= 0). HX(A, B) is the expected number of

times we hit A before hitting B starting at x. (See pp. 2-4 for the definition

ft, Tand 8«).

LI. HX(A, B) < a < 00 where a. is a constant independent of x (it may depend on A

and B) if A and B are intervals.

Proof. This is obvious in the transient case so we assume recurrence

(i) Í T 2 (ftr)' s, ̂  1.
Jb     ¡ = o

This term is simply the probability of hitting F starting at x. (1) is formally obvious

since

f(ftr)B 8X = f T(Î'BTY 8X+ ¡(fcTT + i 8X.
(2) J Jb J

" Tk 2 (&F)f 8, ú K.LJB

(2) follows easily from (1).
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(3) Write A as the union of disjoint interval At each of length < 1/10 the length

of B and with center x¡ and let B' be an interval with the same center as B and of

length < 1/10 the length of B. Then using the recurrence we can get a k¡ and e(>0

for each x¡ such that jB. Tk> 8Xt > c¡ and hence

(4) jg Tk< 8X > e¡ for any x e At.

Now if LI were false there would be an At such that for arbitrarily large N we

could find an x for which

(5)Í4,zr-o(Aiy*.>^.
Now it is clear using T0.3 that 4 and 5 contradict (2).

Notation. If / is an interval let /, and '/ be the intervals with the same center as /

and length \I\-2t and |/|+2r respectively (|/|= length of/).

L2. Fix an interval I and a point y $ I. If \x¡\ —> co and t¡ —> 0, t¡> 0 then

lim HXiiJi, I) = 0
Í-.00

whereJi = iy,y + t¡).

Proof. If L2 were false there would be an e>0 such that HXt(Ju l)>e>0 for

infinitely many i and hence (1) for each/ HXi(Jj, I)>e for infinitely many i. Let

vtj be the measure whose Radon-Nikodym derivative is l/t¡ on (jc,—\tf, x¡+i^)

and 0 elsewhere. (1) implies that H^iJj, It/)>e for Xi-ty^y^Xi+^tj and we

therefore get using T0.3 that for eachy" there are infinitely many / such that

(2) HVJ,J„ Itl) > e       (hv(A, B) = £ 2 (&*>)•

Pick an interval y with center y,J C\I= <z and s= \J\ < |/|/10. By LI there is an a

such that

(3) HX(J, Iis) < a    for all x.

Pick an integer N such that Ne> 4a. Pick «points ft inJ, i=l,..., N and pick / such

that

t, < Tomín |ft-&|.

Let yi=j3i— y, and let nv be v translated by y(. We then apply T0.7 to (2) to get

(4) for some k (large enough)

Hv,vkßJi> lu) > y   for y¡, J = 1,..., N,

and hence

(5) HVkßJ,+y i, h+„) >\e   for y„ / = 1,..., N

(J+y=J translated by y). Note that ty+Yt n t'Ji + yi= 0 for ij>], i,j=l,..., N

and ''Ji+yt^J, i=l,..., N. Note also that IiscC\i=i /i+y.. (5) therefore implies
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that HVkliJ, Iis) > ^eN but this (and T0.3) contradicts (3). We can now get Theorem

(A) in the introduction namely

Theorem I. If A and B are finite intervals iwith some, none, or all of their end-

points) then lim*.,.*, hfA, B) a«i/limÄ__co hxiA, B) exist.

Proof. Let B' be some closed interval in the interior of F. Let £t be the union of

the four (or 3) intervals of length t whose center is an endpoint of A or B. L2 tells

us that given e we can find a t > 0 such that for all x large enough we have Hxilt, B')

<e and hence (1) «*(£j, F')<e (for all x large enough). (We can choose t so that

Ct n B'= 0.) (1) implies (2) there is an TV such that if |x| >TV and \x—y\ <^t then

\hxiA,B)-hyiA,B)\<e. To see (2): hviA,B)=hxiA + ix-y), B+ix-y)). We

then use Corollary 1 to T0.3 to get hxiA + ix-y), B+ix-y)) and hx(A, B) equal

j hy(A + (x—y), B+(x—y))p and j hy(A, B)p respectively where p is the distribution

of the first hit in A u B u A + (x—y) u B+(x—y). The only part of p which will

contribute differently to the two integrals is the part of p in £¡ which is < e by (1).

We next combine (2) and T0.7 (Theorem 7, §0) to reduce Tl to Tl.l (Theorem 1,

§1). Break the interval (x, x+1) into disjoint intervals Jx of length t. hy(A, B) varies

by < e on eachF; if |x| > TV, by (2). If |x| is large enough T0.7 tells us that

If hy(A,B)-\ hy(A,B)
I J/i Jj<

< te.

JJt JJi

Hence \hx(A, B)-$xx+1 hy(A, B)\ <3e.

Theorem 2. For any nonarithmetic random walk on the line and bounded intervals

A and B, limv_ x Hx(B+y, A) and limv_ _ m Hx(B+y, A) exist and are finite.

T2 will be a consequence of the following lemma :

L3. Let if>E be the function that is 1 on E and 0 elsewhere. Let >fi'E=l —<1>e, let f be

the operator multiplication by fand let A and B be bounded intervals. Then for fixed y

oo

2 (ïft)tyfl+» = gy(x)
i = i

is a function defined for each x. lim^.,« gy(x) and lim^-co gy(x) exist for each x.

(gy(x) will be bounded on each finite interval.) The convergence is uniform for all x

in a finite interval.

Proof. Let I be an interval containing A and B+A. Let the measure on I,

av = Œ<°= o (T4>¡y 8y) ■<!>,. i<xy is the distribution of the position of the first hit in I

starting at y.)

It is easy to see that (Corollary 3 of T0.3)

(1) 2 PfWB+y =  2 (rftW«. * 0a)    on F
i=0 i=0

where J is any interval such that J and /+ B are in I.
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(2) Given e>0 there is an A^such that if yx>Nand y2>Nthen

IKi *0b-«ï2*>/,b)WI < •

on I+B and 0 elsewhere. We get (2) by the following argument: By L2 there is a

8 > 0 and Nx such that if L is any interval in / of length < 8 then hyiL, I—L) < ̂ e

for y>Nx. Now write I as the union of L¡, í=l,..., M, Lt being disjoint intervals

of length < 8. Next use Tl to pick N>NX such that for each i and y >N and z>N

we have \hyiLu 7—L¡)—«¿(Z-j, I—L/)\ <e/2M. (2) is now obvious.

(1) and (2) will give us L3 if we can show that

(3) 2 M)'«« < b < œ
(=i

for all x in a finite interval (Z> may depend on this interval) where K is an interval

containing I and I+B. To see (3) break K into the union of intervals Ku i=l,.. .,M

of length t and center x¡. (Choose any t such that 4r< length of A.) We now have

that for each K¡

(4) 2 WaMkMx) < \ 2 (T^y k * *»,_ J(*:
[=o J Li=o J

)

for all x. The right side of the last equation is < b for some b and all x because

2f= o (TVu)' $*, gives finite measure to any interval. (To get (4) : let <€ be the operator

convolution by </>Ki-Xi and v a Borel measure. Then we have v = $'Atv + i¡JAtv and

FaVv=%'M'aP í Vf'Atv and hence (Tpjtfv Ú *(r#,> and (7$,)^ 8X( í *(r^»8„.

The last inequality is (4).)

Proof of T2. HxiB+y, A) = ¡ (2"= o (^70* 8*) •&,+„. By T0.2 the right side of the

last equation is equal to

[Jj(*W*+J(*)
and by L3 this converges as _y ->- oo or y ->- -co.

Theorem 3. For all nonarithmetic walks on the line and bounded disjoint intervals

A and B, lim*., „ HxiA, B) and lim*.. _ œ HxiA, B) exist and are finite.

Proof. Pick an interval B' interior to B. Then given e use L2 to get a t such that

(1) liiri|*|_. H^A-At, B')<e and

(2) lim^i^oo H^B-Bt, B')<e'    [e to be chosen later] (pick t so that B'<=Bt).

Our immediate goal will be to use (1), (2), and LI to get that, for any e>0,

(3) \HxiA, B)-HyiA, B)\ <2e for all x large enough and \x-y\ <\t. To do this

write

(4) $B = 4'BvB+t + >('B+t-B- (B+t is B translated by / and A-B is the part of A

not in B.) Then

(5)        (&7T 8X = (&uB+(7T 8X+ T i^Tf-^ih+t-BTWB+tuBTy 8X
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we get (5) from (4) by induction

(6) 2 (&ÏT 8* =  2 0ÂBuB + i7T 8X+  2 (Í'bTTp
n = 1 n = 1 n = 0

and
00

P=    2   i'l'B + t-BT)(<j'B + tuBTy 8X
i = 0

(6) is still true if we interchange F and B+t call this equation (6') and the corre-

sponding p, p'.

(2) implies that J" p < e' and J />' < e', for x large enough. By LI we get that if e' is

chosen small enough compared to e we have

f     2 WbTtp < \*   (and f    f (ft+W < =•)•
J2t^   i = 0 L \ J2tA  itTo L    I

6 and 6' therefore give us

(7) f    \^(4>'BTY8x-2i4,'B+tTY8x   <e
J2tA |n=l n=l

(x large enough).

(7) implies that (8) \HxiA, B)-Hx_t(A-t, B)\ <e for x large enough. (1) and (8)

give (3). (3) says that

lim HX(A, B) = lim Í*     Hy(A, B) dy
X-* CO X-* CO Jx

and the limit on the right exists by L3.

Theorem 4. Define L(y)for y in some interval (a, b) to be limx_ œ hx((a, y), (y, b)).

Then there is an absolutely continuous measure v such that L(y) = v(a, y).

Proof. L(y) is continuous by L2. Therefore v is defined. Suppose there were a set

F of measure 0 such that v(E) = a>0. By L2 we can pick t such that

lim hx((a-t, a + t) u(b-t, b + t),(a + t, b-t)) < J«
X-> CO

(we may assume E^(a + t, b — t)). Let psx = the distribution of the first hit in

(a+s, b + s) starting at x. For x large enough and |j| < / we have (1)

J'\ps,x~Po,x\   < ia-

(To see this let p be the distribution of the first hit in (a-s, b + s). Then

|p-Po.*l < i«   and   J \p-pSfX\ < J«

since we get ps,x from p by replacing p\j>{a _s>a + s) by the distribution of the first hit in

(a+s, b + s) starting with distribution jO<A(a_s,a+s).)
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This implies that J" \sv — v\ <%a for all \s\<t isv = v translated by s). This in turn

implies that J v * </i£#0 which is a contradiction.

Section 3

In this section we will assume that our probability measure, u, has a nonsingular

part. Let T be convolution by u. Our main result is

Theorem 1. Let fix) be bounded, with bounded support and J/=0. Then (1)

2?= i Tf tends pointwise iand in Lx on finite intervals) to a bounded function fix) and

(2) lim.,_ „ f (x) and lim*^ _ m fix) exist.

Notation. Recall that all functions that we consider are Baire functions and all

measures Borel measures. We will let J"/ stand for J" x fix) dx and if v is a measure

we will let \E v=viE) (£ a Borel set), and J" t; = t>(-oo, oo), f vf=jfdv, etc.

We will only give the proof of Tl in the recurrent case since in the transient case

(1) is obvious and (2) is an immediate consequence of the renewal theorem (a proof

which has been given in §1).

The main tools in the proof of Tl will be T2.1 (Theorem 1, §2) and T2 of this

section. Note however that when u has a nonsingular part T2.1 follows immediately

from Tl.l because of T0.7.

For easy reference we will list below 3 simple lemmas. (L3 is an easy case of

T0.2.)

LI. Let fix)^0, J/(x)>0. Then the convolution of f with itself is bounded away

from 0 on some interval.

Proof. This follows from the fact that the convolution of a bounded measurable

function with itself is continuous.

L2. For any interval I we can find an n such that the Radon-Nikodym derivative

of the nonsingular part of w<n) is bounded away from 0 on I. (« is assumed to be re-

current and to have a nonsingular part.)

L3. Let T be convolution by w( — x) and let 8X be the probability measure con-

centrated at x. Then (7/)(x) = J/° (T 8X).

Before proving Tl we will prove T2.

Theorem 2. Let I be a finite interval. Then there is a constant B such that for

all f with support in I, |/(x)|^l and j" Rx) = 0 we have 1(2?=! T*f)ix)\ < B for all x

and n.

Remark. The conclusion of T2 is equivalent to \¡f° (2?=i T' 8X)\ < B for all x

and n by L3.

Proof. Let f=r — h where r and h are nonnegative and have disjoint support.

(A) We will start by defining two sequences of functions r¡ and /¡ :

Let rx = r and /i=0,
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Let r2 = Trx - inf (Trt, A), l2 = inf (Trlt h),

Let r3 = Tr2 - inf (Tr2, h -12), l3 = inf (Tr2, h -12),

Let

r, = 7>i-1-infÍ7>i_1,A-2(*),

/,= íinf Trt.uh- %l\.

An equivalent way of defining the rf and /, is as follows : Define the (nonlinear)

operator AT so that Kf=Tf+ -/". Then ri = iK'-1r)+ and «~2i=i /,=(£,-1r)-.

(B) The next step is to show that 2i™ i ^ has finite integral over any interval.

(2) For each « there is a set »Sn<=/ of nonzero measure such that 2?=i >'i(x)=0,

for x e 5„ (or r¡=0 a.e. for i>n in which case (B) is obvious).

This is so because 2"= i hix) < n(x) on a set of nonzero measure (or J 2f = i h = J «

and r¡=0 a.e. for />«).

(3) THUi ri) = 2r=+21 r( + 2r=i1 A and therefore

(4) From (3) we get for fixed F and every « there is an S'n^I such that

}(x) < K   forxeSJ,.!( I ")<
(Choose S'n so that 2f=+í r¿x)=Q for x e S'n.)

We can now show that ¡} 2<™ i ''i < °o for any finite interval /. Let D be the

maximum distance between a point in I and a point in J and let //=(—D, D). Then

by Lemma 2 there is an a > 0 and an integer K such that the derivative of the

absolutely continuous part of TK S0 > a for xe H.

(5) If j, 2?=i ri>2K/a then F*(2r=i /-,)(x)>2F for any x e 7 (a and K depend

only on I and F) by T0.3 but this would contradict (4).

(C) The next step is to show that 2™= i r£x) < B, a.e. We first show

(1) 2?=i/i=«a.e.(2r=i/i'='-a.e.).
This follows from the recurrence of the walk and T0.5 since if (1) were false then

a° there would be a set F of nonzero measure and e > 0 such that «(x) — 2i°°= i hix) > e

for xe E. This would imply that b° rfc(x) = 0, xe E. From b° we get c° rk ̂  ETkr

= (Ti¡iE)kr (tj>'E is the operator : multiplication by the function that is 0 on F and 1

elsewhere). We get c° by induction. Assume c° is true for k then rk á >f>E(T<p'E)kr by b°

and rk+1úTrk<!(T>pE)k+1r. From b° and c° we get d° j rk^jE, ETkr (E'=comple-

ment of F). By a° and (B)(1) there is an <x>0 such that \ rk>a for all k hence by d°

JV ETkr>a>0 for all k but this contradicts TO.5 which says that

Lî-r'-i-
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To get (C) we will show

(2) T(2r=i (r(+A,)) = 2r=i in+hi) a.e. and we will then use T0.6 to show that

2i" i (ri + h¡) is a constant a.e.

We will get (2) from

(3) T 2?= i A«2?-i rt-n+r..!+2?=+i h.
(4) 7/2P=i «¡ = 2?=i «i-«1 + «n+1 + 2!'=+i l'i-

Because of (B) lim supn_„„ /•„(*) = 0 a.e. (and lim sup,,..«* h„ix)=0 a.e.) this shows

that lining r(2"=i (/"i+«i)) = 2f" i fa+hi) a.e. and by the monotone convergence

theorem we get (2).

(D) We can now show that

(1) |2"=i Tiir-h)x\<B, for all n (a.e.) since for a.e. x,

2 rrix) = 2 '«(*)+ 2 ( 2 r/<,(*) < *+ 2 rAw
(=i (=i t=i \j=i      I i=i

and

2 T%ix) = 2 *«(*)+ 2 f 2 ^W) < *+ 2 Ti'W-(=i i=i       (=i \í=i   / i=i
(E) It is easy to see that if |2?»i T\h—r)(x)\ < B for all n, a.e. then the inequality

must hold for all x. The singular part of 2"= i Ti 80 is finite and the absolutely

continuous part of 2"=i T* 80 convoluted with h—r is continuous. This and L3

give (E).

(F) To see that B is independent of r and h (for the support of r and « in a fixed

/ and O^rgl, O^h^l and } h=j r=l), we note that B must be <i4/a)-K

•l/l"1 (|/|=length of/) (equation (B)(5)).

We will now go from T2.1 and T2 to Tl by a series of easy lemmas.

L4. If | x2w = oo iand the walk is recurrent),

lim hxiA, B) = lim   hxiA, B)
X-* 00 Ä-» — 00

iA and B are finite intervals).

Proof. L4 follows from the following : given e and N there is y > N such that (A)

hyii-N, N), (-co, -N))<eorh-yii-N, N), (N, co))<e. By results in [2, p. 575],

one of the ladder random variables has infinite expectation. The classical renewal

theorem then gives (A).

{For the sake of a unified and self-contained treatment we will give a proof of (A)

using only the classical renewal theorem (for u with support on (0, co)). The exist-

ence of the limit in that theorem is implied by Tl.l and its identification as 1/J" xu

follows simply from the fact that J"™ u * 4>{-<*>,*) = J" xu, and equation (2) below.}

Before proving (A) we will give three definitions.

1. / is the operator, multiplication by the function /.

2. a„ = ^(-oo,o)2r=o(7''Ä(o1oo))i(u)-

3. ft = 'A(o.oo)2r=o(^(o.oo))iW.
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(^ßv<oo for any finite interval /and the bound is independent of v by L2.1.) We

will sometimes let v be a measure and sometimes the Radon-Nikodym derivative

of an absolutely continuous measure. av and ßv will then be measures or derivatives

of measures respectively. av is the distribution of the position of the first hit to

( — 00, 0) starting with the distribution v while ßv is the distribution of the expected

number of hits in (0, oo) before hitting ( — oo, 0).

(1) f —xa02 = oo for any z>0 implies (A). To see (1) let HX(A, B) be the distribu-

tion of HX(A,B) (HX(A, B) = i/>A2r=o(4>BTy 8X). Let H'xiA, B) be the expected

number of times we hit A before F starting at x for the random walk given by

«is * S_2. The renewal theorem then gives lim,,..*, HyH — TV, TV), (-oo, —TV)) = 0.

This implies that lim^,*, HyH — N, TV), ( — oo, —TV)) = 0 because

Hyii-TV,TV),(-oo, -TV)) = H'y((-N,N), (-œ, -N))*H0((-z,œ),(-œ, -z)).

lim^.,«, H'y(( — N,N),( — oo, —TV)) = 0 by (1) and the classical renewal theorem.

|; H0((—z, oo), ( — oo, — z))<oo by L2.1 or the remark after the definition of ßv.

(I is an arbitrary interval.)

(2) a„=0(-co,o)7,/3«- This is easy to see.

(3) Let r be the derivative of a probability measure with compact support, then

lim inf^co ;8r(x)=y>0 implies — J" —xar = oo (and this, because of TO.3 and (1),

implies (A)). (3) is true because

/"0 /*0

-x(i/*(/>(0>00)) = x2u.
J — 00 J — CO

Let r be the measure whose derivative is (l/2N)itJi0,2N). Then

(4)       ßr(x) = 2 (^<o. »,)'(/•)] (x) =  (V  2 OÂ(o.co>F)tA)   forx > 0.
i=0 J J 1=0

The first equality is simply the definition of ßr for x>0 and the second comes from

TO.2. Because of (3) we can assume lim inf^.,« ßr(x) = 0 but then the right side of

(4) gives (A) for F and hence for F.

L5. If the first part of Tl were false there would be ay >0 and x0 such that for any

TV there would be integers K and L, K>N, F > 0 and

\\f 2 T\TK8A-\\f. 2 rrr^s,
J L      ( = 1 J     J l      i = i

> y

for all « large enough.

Proof. Using T0.2 we get that if Tl were false for F there would be a y>0 and

arbitrarily large integers K and F such that

(1) /• 2 Tl8X0-\f. 2 rs,
J       ¡ = 1 J       ¡ = 1

> 2y
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fixing K and L and letting ux = TK 8Xo and u2 = TK + L 8Xo we get

25

(2)

For each interval J we have

(3)

(2) and (3) give L5.

/»       n + L ç> n

/• 2 T%- f- 2 T%
J i=l J i=l

lim   f Tlux = 0
-.oo    Jj

> 2y   for all n.

L6. For cwy interval I of length 1, e>0, ux = TK 8Xo, u2 = TK+L 8Xo, we have: if

K is large enough then

\f 2 T%-[(f*h) 2 T1"i
j   j=x      j       ,=x

< e   for all n, i = 1, 2.

Proof. T0.7 and T2 imply that there is an M such that if |r | < 1 and \z\ > M then

(1) I \f- 2 H«.-8.+.
I j     ¡=i

From (1) we immediately get

< h-

(2) [(/-/* "A/)(2 Ji M   < i£  for a11 n and lzl > M-

L6 follows from (2) and T2 because if K is large enough

Uif(-M,M)   <Â   D

where B is the bound in T2, /'= 1, 2.

L7. Lei J be a finite interval containing the support off. Let hUl(J) be the distribu-

tion of the position of the first hit in J starting with distribution ux. Then given e there

is an N such that for n> N,

|/(|/'«.) -//(,|/'H<    E.

Proof. Let jTbe the transformation that agrees with Ton functions with support

outside of / and sends functions with support in J into 0.

Let«n = G7TMl

(0 KS.J) = 2 «*•

n n      n-i

/• 2 T%=f2 2 r«<
(2)

N    n-i

=/• 2 2 T^+f- 2 n[i-M/Dw«i),
i=li=l ;=1

where A^ is an arbitrary integer to be determined later and n > N.
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If ,/Vis large enough ¡(1 - </'/)GZ')iVM11 can be made arbitrarily small and so by T2

we could choose N so that

(3) I [f. "2 F'([l- M/Z7«0 < \e   for all n > N.

For fixed N we have

I    /• N     n-i /•       n /   ¡V        \

(4) «m (/• 2 2^-1/2 H2«*
"-»» I  J i=l    J = l J       ; = 1 \f = l        /

= 0.

Putting (2), (3) and (4) together we get that for N large enough

(5)
f   ^ f    ^     (4*   \flrux- f. 2H2«,j ¡=i        j    i=i   \(=i  /

<ie.

Now use T2, (1) and (5) to get L7.

L8. Let g be a continuous function with support in a finite interval J. Assume

J" g=0 and | gix)\ ^ 1. Then given s we can find a finite number of disjoint intervals /¡

such that J={Jf=xJi and if x and y are in the same J¡ then

Js-fJi7"*8--8"')]< s   for all n.

Proof. T2 says that given J there is a B such that

0)
r» m

/• 2rs*
J i = 0

< 5-sup l/l    for all x and m

and for all functions / with support in J and J/=0.

Next notice that

(2) JV Í2 n8*-8*)] = /(*-*)• 2 Ti s-

where ,g(x)=gix—t) and r=y—x.

Pick an a>0 such that if |r| <a then sup \g~tg\<e/B. If the length of each /

is less than a then L8 will follow from (1) and (2).

L9. Let ux = TK 8Xo and u2 = TK+L 8Xo and let J be a subinterval of J. Then given

e there is an N such that if K iand K+L)>N then \hUíC¡, J-J)-hU2iJ, J-J)\ <e.

iKiA, B) is the probability of hitting A before B starting with the distribution v.)

Proof. Case 1. J ;c2m = co. By T2.1 and L4 there is an M such that if |z| > M and

| v|>Af then

(1) %iJ,J-J)-hyiJ,J-J)\ <\e.
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If TV is large enough J w,i/<(_m,m)< J«, ' = 1» 2 and so

27

(2) hUi(J,J-J)-[        uthy(J,J-J)
J\y\>M

< Je

(note hU(iJ,J-J) = $Zx UihyiJ,J-J) by T0.3). L9 follows from (1) and (2).

Case 2. J- x2u<co. In this case use T2.1 to choose M so that if z and v are both

>M or both <-M

(3) \hzÇ, J-J) -hyil J-J)\ < Je.

Now use the central limit theorem to show that if K and K+L are large enough

(4) i-JwiAm.co)   < J«   and   U-Jki0(- oo, -M) <Je

> y

/= 1, 2. L7 follows immediately from (3) and (4).

Proof of (1) of Tl. Assume the contrary. By L5,

I i/- 2 r(T«8X0)-\f 2 r-iT«^8X0)
I J 1 = 1 J i = l

and by L6 if K is large enough we get

I f (/* h) 2 T&* K)~ [(/* M 2 Ti(TK+L 8XI) I > 1 y.
I J (=1 J i=l I IU

By L7 we get for K sufficiently large and all n large enough with respect to K

(i) I f (/* h) 2 VKSf)- ¡(f* h) 2 r'M-O
I J i = l J i = l

>Töy-

Apply L8 to g=/* </-/ and e=y/10 to get /„ /'= 1,..., F. Then use L9 to get (for K

large enough, and F the bound in T2)

\hUl(Jt,J-Ji)-hU2(Ji,J-Ji)\ < i= I,..., P.
10FF

This says that hUl(J) = v + v' where |t;|<y/10F and huff) and v' give each F the

same measure.

ByT2

f (/* 0;) 2 ^
J i = i

1<TÖy

and by L8

hence

fc/*&) 2 rv- f(/*&) 2 r\(/)
J i=l J i=l

<W

I í(/*-A/) 2 T%xiJ)- Uf*h) 2 rV)i j       i=i        j       ¡=i
but this contradicts (1).

< tkY   f°r all «
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Proof of (2) of Tl. Assume this were false. There would be a y > 0 such that for

each N we could find x and v, x > N; y > N for which

I/*      n /»      n
/2 rs*- /2 r'

J      i=l J      i=l

for all n large enough. By L6 if N is large enough

I fc/*&) 2 T-'s^-fc/*^) 2 ris*
I J i = l J i = l

> y

9>Tôy

and by L7

(1) fC/"*0/) 2 ^'A^)- f(/*&) 2 7^(7)
J i=l J 1=1 > w

for A7 sufficiently large and all n large enough with respect to N.

Now apply L8 with g=/* ^/ and y/10 to get Jj, i= I,...,P. Then use T2.1 to get

(A' large enough)

\hxiJi,J-Ji)-hyiJ-J¿\ < j^ ,       i=l,...,P.

Use this as before to contradict (1).

Theorem 3. In Tl,

lim fix) = ±
J*/

¡X2U

If j x2u = oo, limx^ ± « fix) = 0.

Proof. Case 1.  f x2w = co. It is easy to see that the proof of Tl gives us in this

case

(1) lim fix) =   lim f(x).
X-* O0 X-> — 00

Since lim„^œ j/2?=i Tl 80 exists we have: given £ there is an N such that

(2) /• 2 r(r*80)
J        j = i

< e   form = 1,2,_

Since (2) is also true for f we get by T0.2

(3)
i(îT'

if) )ifN80) < e,      m — 1,2,_

For each A we can choose A7' large enough so that ¡K_K TN 80 < e/B (5 is the bound

in T2) and applying this to (3) we get

(4) 2 T\f)(f« 80)
J\x\>K ¡ = !

< 2e
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This and T2 show that the limits in (1) must be 0 by the bounded convergence

theorem.

Case 2. J* x2u < oo. In this case (2), (3) and (4) above are still true and (4) plus the

central limit theorem gives

(V) limx^xf(x)= -limx^_xf(x) = c.

(2') c only depends on Fand j" xf, i.e., if J" x/=0 then limx_„o/(x) — 0.

We can see (2') as follows :

Let d(x) be the function d(x) =1 - x for 0 ̂  x < 1, d(x) = 1 + x for -1 ^ x á 0,

d(x) = 0 for |x| > 1. It will be enough to show that lim^*, \f* i/|(x) = 0. This fol-

lows by taking Fourier transforms and noting that

[2 i/i M pi < «
J  71 = 1

because d is integrable and bounded,

2 i«n(ö)i < I
¡=i v

for some a>0 and all 6 in some neighborhood of 0 and bounded on the rest of the

line, and |/(0)| <ß02 for some ß>0 and all 6 in some neighborhood of 0.

Because of (2') we can use any/we want to evaluate c.

Let ad(x) = d(x—a). Then (1') says that

(3')    lim lim  [(xd-x+xd) f V 80 = - lim    lim   ¡(xd-x+1d) T T* &0.
X-.CO n->co  J i^x x-»-co   n-*co   J jr*j

Our theorem will follow immediately from (3') and the following (essentially

p. 28.4 of Spitzer [6]):

(4') lim l lim   \i2d-xd- .J) % F< S0 = l( \x2u\~\

(4') is equivalent to

lim - lim   |(l-cosx0)íi T ¿2n = 2 \x2u.
jí-»co X n-*co  j i^x J

This can be evaluated as in Spitzer.

Theorem 4. Let v" be the absolutely continuous part of the measure v. Let

Cn  =   Oi   T 8°      md     ln(X)   =   O! r S°)    -C"'

Then there is a function /„(x) such that j"a |/«o(^)| < oo/or all a, b and ln(x) converges

to /«(x) in the Lx sense on any finite interval.
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Proof. Let

cn.v = f 2 H»)   and   /„,, = Cn,„-(2 T'v)
J0( = l \i=l/

where v is a probability measure with bounded support.

(1) Let v be an absolutely continuous measure with bounded support and

bounded derivative/ Then /„,„ converges to some /«,,„ in the Lx sense on any finite

interval. To see (1): let xf(y)=f(y—x) = xf. Tl implies

2 rv*<to.»-*0(y)

converges for all x and y and T2 implies that given K there is a B such that

for all |x| < K and all y.

Í2r(/*-A<o,i,-*/)
Lf = l

< B2 T\f*4>^-Xf)
¡ = 1

(o) = i^o.t, 2 rco-
J i=i Lf=i

(-*) = /„,,(-*)

= /,..»(-*)•

This shows (1).

(2) Given an integer K there is a ß such that ¡K_K |/n>t)| <B for all probability

measures v and all n. To see (2): By T2 and Tl, there is a Bx such that

(a) IJ-jT 4,1)1 < -#i for all n and y.

(b) |Jg/n,,|<ßi for all \g(x)\úl, } g = 0 and support of g is in (-Ä", K). If

Í-í: l'n,t>l >4ß, we could find 2 sets, R and 5" in -K, K of equal measure, such that

if we let g=>l)R — <ps then (b) will be violated.

T4 follows immediately from (1) and (2) and the fact that given e there is an N

such that TN 80 can be written as vx + v2 where vx and v2 are positive measures

J" vx < e and v2 is absolutely continuous with bounded support and bounded

derivative. This shows that /„ forms a Cauchy sequence in Lx on any finite interval.

L10. Let v be a probability measure with bounded support then

lim   lim     (>A(i,-i/2>i>+i/2) + !/'(-í.-i/2,-b+i/2)-2i/'(-i,2,i/2)) 2 T'v = ~°°-
b-. oo   n-* oo   J i= i

Proof. The proof will be very similar to that of T2.

We will start by letting r = i/i(btb+X) and h = ip^xl2AI2). Then, just as in the proof of

T2 we will define r, and /,. Let /=(-1/2, 1/2) and let I+b = ib-1/2, ¿4-1/2).

(1) For a fixed interval I, J/+(J 2¡" i rt can be made as large as we want by

making b large enough (recall that r depends on b). To see (1) note that for a given

large number L we can choose v so that j/+b 2?=i T'r>L for all b by T0.4 (the

integral does not depend on b). Next given e we can choose b so large that

fl/2

J T Tr < -
1/2   it-1 "
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This last inequality implies that J 2?= i h < E\n and this in turn implies that

\ [(Tir)-ri]<e/n for l£i£n. From this we get that j1+b 2?=i rt>L-e which is

what we want.

(2) For fixed C, j°_c 2¡"=i f\ is bounded independently of b. To see this we just

repeat the argument in F of T3.2. We get (4) in that argument as before namely for

each fixed K and every n there is a set S'n of nonzero measure such that

iX '')<*) < K   for x e S'n.

Note that S'n was included in the support of « which in this case is (—£, •£). Next we

find a F and a > 0 such that (F* 80)"(x) > a for all |x| < 2C. We now have that

r. 2 *J-c 1-1

2F

because otherwise FAr(2?=i r¡)(x)>2Ffor all |x| <■£• (and hence some x in 5^).

(1) and (2) imply

(3) J 2i™ i fii — 'l'i + r'i+b) tends to oo as T> tends to oo.

(4)
it n it-       71 — 1 n

2 TXr-h) =2^+22 ^a- 2 r<A-
i=i i=l   ;=1

If we can show

(5)
/• /   n      n-i n \

2 2 Ji/<- 2 ™ ■(&-&+.j\i=ij=i      ¡=i   / < i

for each fixed o and large enough n, then (3), (4) and (5) will imply LIO for the case

when ip, is the derivative of v.

To see (5) note that 2i°°=i h = h by equation (C)(1) of T3.2. Pick F so that

J   |i = l

< e

where e is chosen so that if F is the bound for |2r=i T' 8x(4>,-ip,+b)\ given by T3.2

(B may depend on b but not on x) then eB<{. Now rewrite the left side of (5).

(6)

2 2 TH- 2 2 T'hYh-h+ù

p /      n        n -i oo n \

+    2 2r/<- 2  2rW'-^)
J   \i=if + l/=l i = K+l    ; = 1 /

The first term of (6) tends to 0 as « -» oo because each f T'n/l-(0/+0/+b) tends to 0.

F was chosen so that/ |2i" *•+1 A| <eand because of the way we choose eandT0.3

the second term of (6) is less than \.
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We have now shown LIO for the case when the derivative off is i/),. However for

each interval J we can use T2 to find a B depending only on J and / (not on b) such

that

(7) f2 r'(8,-8,X0i-» + ̂ +»-^)* i=i
< B

for x and y in /.

We can now use (7) and T0.3 to get LIO.

Theorem 5. Let /œ(x) be the limit in T4. Then limx_±0O J"*+1 l^ix) both exist.

Either both limits are -co or one is -co and the other finite.

Proof. We will start with some definitions. If/ is an interval let „/be the interval

J translated by a. If v is a probability measure let

LviJ-bJ) = lim   Í0Ao7-^) 2 T*v-
n-oo   J j = 1

We can assume

(1) lim^i-, „ LoxiaJ-bJ)=0 for each fixed J, a and b, because otherwise we could

easily see from T3 that both limits in T5 equal -co.

(2) Given e there exists an N such that if a > N and |x| < 1 and | y\ < 1 then

lim I |Vo7 2 TlSx-\^2 T'8y
"-00 \J       i=i J      i = i

<   E.

To see (2): Fix x—y. We can then get an N satisfying (2) by applying (1) with

b — a+x—y. From this we get that there must be a set E of nonzero measure such

that (2) is true with the additional condition that x—y e E. It is easy to see that (2)

must also be true for x and'y such that x—y = xx— yx — (x2 — y2) where xx—yx e E

and x2—y2e E. But the difference set of E must contain an interval. Now cover

(—1, 1) by a finite number of translates of this interval and write x—y as one of a

fixed finite number of numbers plus a number in this interval and we are finished.

(3) There is a B such that if \x-y\ < 1, Jan interval of length less than 1 then

< B\\h 2 Ï"8*-U, 2 T'S*
I J i = l J i = l

for all n. (3) follows easily from T2.

(4) i(A-il»-Aw+«)|r,^>i
j ¡=i

for all x and n where K is a possibly negative number. To see (4) : Let v be the

distribution of the first hit in (x, x + 2) starting at 0. Then

f&*.*+2) 2 r 8o < f*«.*+» 2 T'v = fA-i.» 2 r<—»v
J i=l J 1 = 1 J i=l
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(av = v translated by a) and by (3) we get that

I |VliU 2 ti-x-vv- U-i.i, 2 rso <B
I J i = l J 1 = 1

for all n and v with support in (— 1, 1). (4) says that

px + l

sup ¡„(y) dy < oo.
x   Jx

If T5 were false we could see with the help of (1) that there would be numbers

Mx > M2 > M3 > Mi such that

(5) Mx > L6o(J-I) > M2   and   M3 > LóoiJ-I) > Mt

for arbitrarily large b and c (I=(~i, i))-

(6) Because of (2), if b and c are large enough (5) will remain true if we replace

S by any probability measure on I.

Next choose a point z, \z\ very large (to be determined later) and e < (M2 — M^'IO

and define the measures a, ß, y to be the part of the distribution of the first hit in

/ u ;,/ u J that lies in /, bI, J respectively (starting at z).

(7) L6z(cI-I)=La(J-I)+LB(bI-I)+LB(cI-bI)+Ly(cI-I). This follows from

L7 (or from T2 and the fact that lim,,^,*, J^ Tn 8X=0 for all x and bounded J).

(8) By choosing b and c large we can make \ß\ and |y| arbitrarily small. To see

(8): Let us restrict our attention to land J. Let vlt v2 be part of the distribution of

the first hit in I u J starting at z that lies in /, J respectively.

By (5) |FÓ0(C/-/)| < Mx and so by LIO, Lôç(J-I) can be made arbitrarily large

by making c large enough.

lim   \LVl(J-I)-LVz(cI-I)\ = 0,
|2|-.co

by (1) and L7. We can now see, with the help of (3) that \v2\ must be very small.

|y| < \v2\. This and a similar argument for ß give (8).

(9) La(bI—I)+Le(bI-I)+Ly(bI-I) tend to 0 as \z\ -> oo and if c is chosen large

compared to b we get by (1), \La(bI—I)+Le(bI—I)\ <e.

Using (9) and the fact that for \z\ large enough, \Liz(J—1)\ <e we can rewrite

(7) as:

\La(cI-I)-La(bI-I)+Le(cI-bI)+Ly(cI-I)\

= \La(cI-bI)+Le(cI-bl) + Ly(J-I)\ < 2e.

(11) By (5) and (6) we have La(J-bI)>M2-M3.

(12) If c is chosen large enough with respect to b and |ß| forced to be small

enough we have \Lß(cI—bI)\ <e. To see (12):

|£4>GW)-£«i/iíi>W-¿)I < B   by (3).
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L„0(c/-i/)=L00(c-D/-/) if c is large compared to b this last term is almost equal to

LJc/-/)by(l).

(13) By forcing \y\ to be small enough we can insure that LyiJ—I)> -e. This

comes from (4).

(10) together with (11), (12), and (13) gives a contradiction.

Section 4

Theorem 1. A random walk on the line is transient if and only if

Re I --t—^7^; ) dd < oo   for some a ^ 0.
J_a       \1-«(#)/

(w is a probability measure equal to the distribution of the random variables of the

random walk, and w(0) is its Fourier transform.)

(The proof will depend only on the proof of T3.2.)

LI. If Theorem 1 is true for all random walks such that u has an absolutely con-

tinuous component then Theorem 1 is true for all random walks.

Proof. By the Chung-Fuchs theorem, a random walk is transient iff, for some a,

■ft LRe (r=m)de<a)   (0 < '< 1}-

Therefore we need only show that

(1) lim   I     \-t—-tt^:I dd < oo    for some a
(-i J-a V-tu(e)J

iff

R-e n—^st) dd < oo   for some b.
J_b      \1-«(<?)/

Now the hypothesis of LI says that the above implication is true if u has an ab-

solutely continuous component. If u does not have an absolutely continuous

component we will change it a little so that it has one and show that this change

will not affect either side of (1).

(2) We can always find a probability measure m with an absolutely continuous

component such that _)""„ x\m-u) dx=0, i=0, 1, 2, 3 and J""œ x\m—u) dx<oo.

(Assuming the support of u is more than 2 points.)

If the moments of u are not all finite then pick N large enough so that at least 2

points of the support of u are in i—N, N). Let m agree with u outside i~N,N)

let v=u-4>{-N.m!i u-'Pi-N.m- v is a probability measure whose moments are all

finite and we must find a probability measure m' with the same first 3 moments,

finite 4th moment and an absolutely continuous component.

For the sake of notation we might as well assume that the moments of u are

finite and find m as before.
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If the support of u is more than 2 points then J" x2u>(j xu)2. Now for any 2

numbers a>b2 there is a canonical measure va_b that gives measure i to 2 points

equidistant from b and such that j" x2va_b=a (and J xvaib = b, j* va¡b= 1). Next pick

any measure £ with an absolutely continuous component, and finite moments. Let

yv be v translated by y. Consider the measure atyv + a(l - t)_yv=syttt¡t. For each TV

and e > 0 we can pick y large enough, and a < e so that

*%,«,! > TV, U%,«.o <   "J-TV

and

X'Su\sy.cc.i, \xsy,a,t\   and    J; ¿y.a.t

are all <e for all Ogr^ 1. To each iVi0jt add cva,b (defined above). Choose a, b, c

so that if we call /w¡,,a.t=*«.<«,*+0 — a)va¡b we have that

\xmVtaJt = \xu,        \x2my¡a¡t= \x2u   and      w»,«,t = 1.

This determines a, b and c uniquely in terms of v, a and t if e is small enough. (See

the first two sentences in the paragraph.) Next if TV is large enough

x3Wj,,a>1 >      x3«     and      x3«^,«^ < —     x3» .

(| J x3cva¡b\) are uniformly bounded for all of our choices of cva<b). By continuity

J x3«i¡/>a>i = J x3m for some choice of t between 0 and 1.

C>\ 1 1     _       t(û-m)
l-tû   l-tm     (\-tû)(\-tm)

There is a constant C such that in some neighborhood of 0,

t(û — m)

(l-tû)(l-tm)
< C   for all t, 0 ^ t g 1,

since for any probability measure v there is a constant K such that 1 — |t3(0)| > K62

in some neighborhood of 0.

L2. If there is an a such that

lim   f   Re L—KtÀ dO < oo
e~i J_.      \l-tu(d)J

then f_0 Re (1/(1 -u(6))) dd<ca.

Proof. This follows from the fact that

f,    *J) ^0   forOá í á 1.
\l-tu(6)) -

Re
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L3. If u has an absolutely continuous component and if

Re I -,—T77T. I dd < oo   for some a > 0
J_a       \l-uid)J

then

LRc{î^m}de<co f°ranyb>0-

Proof. This is easy and will be omitted.

L4. Let fix) be a real valued function with the following properties:

JVtol = 1,       J/to = JV(*) = 0,       Jx2/(x) < 00.

fis symmetric and f has support in ( — a, a). Then if

Re |-¡—rr^-l dd = K < co   for some a ^ 0
J_a      \l-uid))

there is a B>0 and independent off such that

i™   ïf-  2 "H> < B-

(jB w/7/ depend on a and on K.)

Proof, fid) must have the following properties. |/(0)| ^ 1,/(0) = 0,/'(0) = 0,

/"(0) < oo, fid) is real and/(0) has compact support. From this we see that

(1) 1/(0) 2"=i "'(0)1 < C for all 0 and all «. (We use here that/(0) < Cd2 in some

neighborhood of 0, that 1 - |h(0)| > C"02 in some neighborhood of 0, that w(0) is

continuous and ¡J(0)# 1 for 0#O.) From (1) we get

(2) ft £ /(f?) | "i(ö) *ö = £ /(0) rao "'•

The right side of (2) is less than

f   I Re (r47S) I dd
J_0|       \l-w(0)/|

where i~a,a) includes the support of/and the left side of (2) is \imn^xjf- 2in=iM<i)-

The next lemma will be an elaboration of L3.10.

L5. If u has an absolutely continuous component and is recurrent then we can

construct an f satisfying the condition o/L4 but with limn_M J"/2?=i M<i) os large as

we want.

Proof. Let k be any function such that £(x)ïïO, { kix) dx=\. kix) is symmetric

(&(0) real) and kid) has support in ( — a, a). Let g(x) be the function

gix)=l,b-\úxúb+\

S(x)=l, -b-i^xè-b + h
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gix) = 2,-iúxM (call (-*,*),/),

g(x)=0, all other x,

b will be a very large number to be determined later./will equal g * k * <ji¡. We will

start by examining some of the properties of g.

Letgx = <l>(b-xi2,b+ii2)-h-ii2,imtheng=gi- -bgii-agiis gi translated by -a).

We will restrict attention to gx for a while.

Let r=ipib-xi2,b+ii2> and A = ^(_1/2>1/2). Let F be the operator convolution by u.

As in the proof of T3.2 we will define r¡ and /, as follows:

Let rx = r and /j=0.

Let r2 = Trx - inf (Frl5 A), /2 = inf (7h, A).

Let r3 = Tr2 - inf (Fr2, A - /2), /3 = inf (7Va, A - ¡2).

Let

rt = rr^-inf (TV-,-!,A- 2 lX

/.-iaf^Ih-!,*- 2 '/)■

(1) For a fixed interval /, J/+„ 2i°= i rt can be made as large as we want by making

b large enough (recall that r depends on b, and that I+b is I translated by b). To

see (1) note that for a given large number F we can choose v so that

f      V FV > F   for all b
Jl+b i = x

by T0.4 (the integral does not depend on b). Next given e we can choose b so large

Í1,2     -ô e
J T<r < -•

-1/2   ,tl "

e
< -

This last inequality implies that
r n

j i=i

and this in turn implies that J FV-r¡<e/« for 1 ̂ i^n. From this we get that

C       n

2 * >L
Jl+b ¡ = i

which is what we want.

(2) For fixed C, $°_ c 2i°= i rt is bounded independently of b. To see this we just

repeat the argument in (B) of T3.2. We get (4) in that argument as before, namely,

for each fixed Fand every n there is a set S'n of nonzero measure such that

TK( 2 r,J(jc) < K   forxeS'n.
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Note that S'n was included in the support of h which in this case is ( — \, %). Next we

find a K and a > 0 such that (F* 80)"(x) < a for all |x| < 2C. We now have that

I 2K
2*<-c ÍT1 «

because otherwise FK(2"= i ^(x) > 2F for all |x| < \ (and hence some x in S'„).

(3) Fix an interval J; then for any two intervals I and F of the same length and

both included in J we have that

l* oo * CO

J   2"-f   2'.J/ + b ¡ = i Jr + b i^i

is bounded independently of I, F and b. (The bound may depend onF) To see this

define h¡ and l\ as in T3.2, (C). Then 2<™ i Ä4-l-rt is a constant a.e. Apply (2) to the

hi to get \JArb 2i" i A¡ is bounded independently of 6. This implies (3).

(4)
fb + l/2     » />*+l/2     »

2 r, > 2 r' + D
Jb-112    i=l Jx-1/2    i = X

Í

where D is a constant independent of è and x. This comes from the fact that

2i" i ri+2i" i A¡ is a constant and that

fb +1/2    *

2 A(< D
b-l/2   j^i

where D is independent of b.

(5) J(lW*(Ír,V(-*+^)

tends to +oo as b tends to +co. To see this divide the integral into three parts

jbbtcc, l°-c and the remainder. Choose c large enough so that jlc &>9/10.

As b tends to oo, $l*cc tends to +oo, jjc_c stays bounded and the absolute value

of the integral over the rest is < (3/10) jbb*cc.

// 2 m<° = f (2 T'(s * &)) * = j [( 2 rs) * *i
(6)

-/[£*)
♦ "A/(*-**)•

n     n-i

Now write

(7)        2 T'gi -- 2 H'-*) - 2>i+ 2 2 r'7-- 2 rh-
1=1 i=l i=l ¡=1   1=1 ¡=1

What remains to be shown at this point because of (5), (6) and (7) is that

n   n-1

(8)

/• r /   n   n-l n \

2 2r'/«-2rA **'
•/|_\i = l; = l i = l /

[*-»*] < 1

if we fix b and then take n large enough.
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To see (8) note that 2?=i h=h. See (C)(1) of T3.2. Pick a F so that

r I  K

Í 2*-'J    |i = l

< e

where e is chosen so that if F is the bound for 2™=i (F¡ 8x)(ip,+b-ifi,) given by T3.2

(B depends on b) then eB<\. Now rewrite the left side of (8).

(9)

» r/   K   n-i K     n \

J   2 2^-22^)*k
J   l\i = l j = l i = li = l /

Wl-r-I + b)

+ ÍÍÍ 2  2^- 2 ÍTn)*k]i^-^b).
J   L\f = X-+l J = l i = K + l  1 = 1 I

The first term of (9) tends to 0 as n ->■ oo because for each /¡, J" [(Tnl¡) * <p¡]-k tends

toO.

F was chosen so that J |2i=¡r+i /t * fc| <e and because of the way we choose e

and because of TO. 3 the second term of (9) is less than ^.

Section 5

Theorem 1. Let r>0bea bounded Bor el measurable function with bounded support.

Let

ln = Cn- 2 "(i)-
i = 0

iCn = \\ 2r=o "(i), um=80, um = u, u™ = u * u etc.)

Let /=limn_co ln Cn -*■ '" by T3.4; the singular parts obviously converge). Then (a)

there is a constant K such that I * r + K^O everywhere and (b) u* (I * r) = l* r + r.

Proof. It will be convenient to assume J r = 1. To see (a) note that

¡•x+l    n »i     n

(o 2M<i) *   2M<i> *v
Jx i = l Jo   i=l

where v is the distribution of the first hit in (x, x+l), translated by —x.

By T3.2 and T0.3

rt    » ri    "

(2) 2M<i)-   2Mi*^Ä-
Jo jTi Jo  ¡tl

(1) and (2) give (a) for r=&0>1). By T3.2

(2"<i,)*('--'A(o.i,)  áü

everywhere, giving (a). Actually we have proved a little more, namely

(3) /„ * r+K > 0   everywhere for all «.
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From (3) and the fact that lim,^,*, u{n) * r=0 everywhere we get that

(4) w*(/*r) ^ il*r) + r.

So far everything has been straightforward. We will now use the same idea as

in Spitzer [6], namely: we will show

(5) (/ * r) + r—u * (/ * ;•)   is a constant a.e. (call it C).

C must be 0 since
n

«<«)(/ * r) = / * r+ 2 uifír-nC ^ 0
i = 0

and um, r -*■ 0. To show (5) we will proceed as in T3.2. Define h to be r translated

by x. Define rt and /¡ as we did there. Then

n    n-i

(6) 2M<n)*,'= 2r<+ 2 2M°>*/'
i=i        i=i    ¡=1.1=1

and

(7) 2l* = h
i = l

by (C)(1) in the proof of T3.2

/    n     n-i

(8) lim ( 2  2 "0> * li~ 2 M<;) *h) = C
n-«= \iti /ri ,=1 1

where C is a constant.

We will devote the next few equations to proving (8).

(9) lim (cn- 2"H)*AJ
»-« \        /Si /

exists everywhere and the convergence is uniform on finite intervals, by T3.4.

(10) lim (cn- 2  2«a)*A)
n-«   \ ¡ti   /SÍ /

exists everywhere and the convergence is in Fi on finite intervals. This follows from

(6) and (9) with h replaced by r.

(11) Let gn stand for the expression in (8). Then

/(ft*)*"0
for any bounded function/with bounded support and j f=0 ((11) implies (8)). To

get (11): note that

(lim £„)/= lim   \gnf
J   \n-*oo        / n-+<x>  J
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because of (9) and (10). Let gn = c+d where

K    n-i K      n

c= 2 2m°>*/<- 2 2m°)*/'
i = l ; = 1 i = l 1 = 1

d= 2 Z»U)*h- 2 t"a)*ii.
i = K + l j = l i=if + l ; = 1

By T3.2

Í2"(i)*8*-/j j=i < B   for all x and n.

We can therefore, given e pick F so that

l>       ro

J    i = JT + l '■<!

and therefore | j d-/| < e. With Ffixed we get that for all « large enough \j cf\ < e.

This gives (11) and therefore (8).

(12) l*r=  lim(/n*r)
n-*ro

and the convergence is uniform on finite intervals. This follows from T3.4.

(13) /* r = lim ( 2 rt+ 2  2 M<" * l^CX
n-°° \iti i = x   j = x I

This comes from (12) and (6).

CO

(14) l*r = ^ri + l*h-C.
i=i

This comes from (13), (8) and (12) with r replaced by A.

(CO CO \

u * y rt— T r¡ — r\+u * (I* A) — (/* A)
áí        i=i        /

= u * (/* h) —(l* h)—h.

The last equality comes from (C)(3) in the proof of T3.2. (15) implies (5) since A

is r translated by an arbitrary x.

Theorem 2. Let u be a probability measure with an absolutely continuous com-

ponent. Assume the walk is recurrent. If Tf—f=Tg—g = <j> a.e. (/(x)^0, oo>F>

<£(x) = 0 and the support of <j> is in a finite interval), then f—g=ax+b a.e. If

j x2u = oo, thenf—g=b (a and b are constants).

Proof. We will fix an interval F and divide it into disjoint intervals J¡ of equal

length. We will then show that the two sequences J^ /and §} g are the same up to

a linear sequence (and if J x2u=oo, up to a constant). Since Fand/¡ are arbitrary,

this will be enough. (We assume that the F are indexed in their natural order.)
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(1) fis integrable on any finite interval. This is so because u<2) is bounded away

from 0 on some interval.

(2) Define /n(x) = inf (/(x), n) and define /n(x) so that Tfn =/n + <f>-ln.

(3) /n^0 iTfn<fn + <j> where/„<« and Tfn$n).

(4) F^l=/l + 2?=iF^-2í=iFi/n.

(5)iU/f
If (5) were not true, write ln = lx +12 where ^ is bounded with bounded support

and §lx = §</>, then 2í=i F'(^ — lx) converges and J,{=xTil2 diverges but this

contradicts the fact that 2/=i T\<f>-ln)<n for ally (by (4)).

(6) T% tends (asy^- oo, n fixed) in Fi on any finite interval to a constant. (6)

requires a little proof.

and

iT%)ix) = jfnT* 8X

iTfn)ix)-iTfn)iy) = jfn-Pi8x-8y)

By T0.7 lnrii-,,,, J" ¡F^S^.— 8J| =0 and since/, is bounded we get (6).

(7) For a fixed interval I

lim   Í /„ = 0.
n-co  J[

(This is so because /„ tends to 0 pointwise and ln<f+c/>.)

For large I about 0 write /„ as /„ = [ln]x + [ln]2 + [ln]3 where [ln]x is the part of

/„ in I, [ln]2 the part to the left of I. Write <f> as a<f> + b</> where a and b are positive

constants and J a</> = § [ln]x.

(9) By choosing n large enough we could force

j k=i

< e

for all /, F, and JV by (7) and T3.2 (7 is fixed).

(10) If /is large enough J^ 2£«i Ffc[/„]2 tends (asy'-> oo, n fixed) to a sequence a

(indexed by i) that is almost linear by T3.1, and T3.2 because

J k = l J k=l

tends (asy -^- oo, n fixed) to e where s can be made as small as we want by making I

large enough. (We assume that the /, are indexed in their natural order.)

(11) Í   2 T*4>-\   2 Tk*
JJik = l J->ok = l

tends to a limit for each / asy'-> oo.
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(12) We can now see that the sequence f, /„ is determined (up to a linear

function, i.e. an arithmetic progression) by <p. Choose I to satisfy (10), then n to

satisfy (9). We now use (6), (9), (10), and (11) to evaluate the different terms in (4).

(13) If fx2H=oo then the sequences obtained in (10) are almost constant by

T3.3.
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